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Introduction to Your Birth Chart Report

What follows is your personal natal chart information, as well as interpretations of the
positions and aspects in your chart.

With this report, you'll find out the positions of the planets in your natal chart by sign. The
most personal of these are the Sun sign, Moon sign, Mercury sign, Venus sign, and Mars
sign. Most people already know their Sun sign.

If your time of birth is known, you will also find out your Ascendant, or rising sign, as well as
the positions of the planets in the houses of your chart. Additionally, aspects between the
planets are listed and interpreted.

If the birth time is unknown, we cannot know the Ascendant or house positions. The natal
chart shown here is an Aries chart in that case. Additionally, you may not know the Moon
sign for certain. This is because the Moon changes signs approximately every 2-1/2 days.

https://astro.cafeastrology.com/natal.php
https://astro.cafeastrology.com/index.php
https://astro.cafeastrology.com/synastry.php?&index=238705674&lang=en
https://astro.cafeastrology.com/horoscope.php?date2=now&index=238705674&lang=en
https://astro.cafeastrology.com/previsions.php?date2=now&href=/horoscope.php?&index=238705674&lang=en
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Less probable but still possible is a change of signs for the other planets and luminaries,
depending on the planet itself (for example, the Sun changes signs every 30 days or so).

Each paragraph of interpretation refers to an individual position in your chart. All of these
positions and aspects are some of the "parts" that make up a "whole"--you! Some of these
interpretations will be contradictory, just as people are contradictory. A person can be timid in
love and aggressive in business, for example. As well, we evolve and grow throughout our
lives, facing challenges that help us to handle our positions and aspects in a different way.
We all have choices, and one of the major benefits of astrology is the chance to understand
ourselves so that we can work with our natal charts and improve ourselves. Any
computerized report that interprets the individual placements in a natal chart is somewhat
disjointed, simply because the different parts that make up the whole are not synthesized.

Some of the interpretations are more detailed than others. You can use this as a starting
point and do some further reading about different positions (such as Moon in Libra, Saturn in
the 10th house, Moon conjunct Mercury) in your chart by exploring our own site, other
astrology sites, and by reading astrology books.

The tables show the technical details of your natal chart, personalized based on your birth
data. Below the tables, you'll find your free birth chart interpretive report, and a chart wheel
appears at the end of the report.

 
Harry Pronoun He

 Durham, NC United States 07/16/1992 22:49
  

Planet Positions, Ascendant, & Houses

The following table shows the position of the planets in your chart, by sign and degree. You
will also find the sign of your Ascendant and the signs on the cusp of each house in your
natal chart only if the birth time is known. The Roman Numerals refer to the houses, where
the Ascendant is also the first house and the Midheaven is also the tenth house. For
example, if the sign Taurus is next to Mars, you know your Mars is in Taurus. If the sign Libra
is next to Venus, you know your Venus is in Libra. If Cancer is next to Ascendant, you have a
Cancer Ascendant, and if Leo is next to II, Leo is on your 2nd house.

Harry

Zodiac : Tropical Placidus Orb : 0

Sun Cancer 24°47'   I ASC Pisces 11°57'
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Moon Aquarius 20°09'   II Aries 25°09'

Mercury Leo 17°07'   III Taurus 25°44'

Venus Leo 3°59'   IV Gemini 19°27'

Mars Taurus 23°19'   V Cancer 11°33'

Jupiter Virgo 12°23'   VI Leo 6°43'

Saturn Aquarius 16°40' R  VII Virgo 11°57'

Uranus Capricorn 15°39' R  VIII Libra 25°09'

Neptune Capricorn 17°22' R  IX Scorpio 25°44'

Pluto Scorpio 20°13' R  X MC Sagittarius 19°27'

Lilith Aquarius 19°51'   XI Capricorn 11°33'

N Node Capricorn 0°30'   XII Aquarius 6°43'

Sun in V

Moon in XII

Mercury in VI

Venus in V

Mars in II

Jupiter in VII

Saturn in XII

Uranus in XI

Neptune in XI

Pluto in VIII

Lilith in XII
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N Node in X MC

masculine 4  fire 2

feminine 6  earth 4

cardinal 3  air 2

fixed 6  water 2

mutable 1   

Aspects

The following table shows the planetary aspects in your natal chart. Interpretations of these
factors are found below. The numbers listed under the column "Value" serve as a relative
rating system for each aspect and are determined based on the planets involved, the aspect
type, and the orb of influence. Negative values suggest more stressful or challenging
influences while positive numbers show more flowing, easy energy.

This is a wide table that may require you to scroll right on smaller screens.

See also your full natal chart wheel graphic depicted below the report.

Planet Aspect Planet Orb Value

Sun Conjunction Venus 9°12' 54

Sun Sextile Mars 1°27' 159

Sun Opposition Neptune 7°24' -43

Sun Trine Pluto 4°33' 71

Moon Opposition Mercury 3°02' -225

Moon Square Mars 3°10' -50

Moon Conjunction Saturn 3°30' 76

Moon Square Pluto 0°04' -148

Moon Conjunction Lilith 0°19' 349

Moon Sextile X MC 0°42' 155
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Mercury Opposition Saturn 0°28' -342

Mercury Square Pluto 3°06' -65

Mercury Opposition Lilith 2°44' -112

Mercury Trine X MC 2°20' 57

Mars Trine Uranus 7°40' 3

Mars Trine Neptune 5°57' 14

Mars Opposition Pluto 3°06' -96

Mars Square Lilith 3°28' -18

Jupiter Trine Uranus 3°16' 33

Jupiter Trine Neptune 4°59' 18

Jupiter Opposition I ASC 0°26' -67

Saturn Square Pluto 3°34' -46

Saturn Conjunction Lilith 3°11' 164

Saturn Sextile X MC 2°48' 53

Uranus Conjunction Neptune 1°43' 166

Uranus Sextile Pluto 4°34' 10

Uranus Sextile I ASC 3°42' 16

Neptune Sextile Pluto 2°51' 39

Pluto Square Lilith 0°23' -14

Lilith Sextile X MC 0°24' 0

 1437 -1226 211
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Part of Fortune & South Node

The following table shows the positions of the Part of Fortune (using the classic formula) and
the South Node of the Moon (the True value).

Fortune Leo 16°34'  

South node Cancer 0°30'  

Natal Chart Report

Birth Chart

This birth chart report shows the positions of the planets for Harry.

The Sun

The Sun represents vitality, a sense of individuality, and outward-shining creative energy.

The Sun is in Cancer

Sun in Cancer natives have a strong survival instinct. They are protective of those they care
about, and of themselves too. They are often quite reticent about sharing their inner selves to
the rest of the world, and are often caught up in reminisce. Cancers have a reputation for
moodiness, although this trait is most evident when the Moon is in Cancer. Cancer needs
roots. They resist change to an extent, and concern themselves about being secure and safe
in most everything they do. Cancers can be quite intrigued by objects with history attached to
them -- antiques, photos, souvenirs, and the like.

Cancer is a very sensitive sign, and they don't always appreciate it when you are blunt with
them. Their reactions to hurt will depend on how thick a shell they have developed. Most
Cancers react by withdrawing or retreating. Some have developed an ability to manipulate
others to get what they want. They avoid direct confrontations almost as a rule. Cancers are,
in fact, quite yielding and soft when you have them in the right mood. They are one of the
more hospitable signs of the zodiac. Sure, they can be touchy and indirect, but they are also
very dependable, caring souls.

Short description:

He weighs words carefully and can be tenacious. A calm and discreet nature, tender,
thoughtful, sensitive, and impressionable.

Possible issues: He is humble, timid, changeable, indecisive, lazy, or over-sensitive. Easily
influenced by the family and sometimes manipulative.

https://cafeastrology.com/partoffortune.html
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Cancer with ascendant Pisces

Sun in V: The Sun is in the fifth house

 
You want to be noticed for your unique and special qualities and your creativity. You are
happiest when you are expressing yourself in a special way and attention comes your way
as a result. You have a flair for drama and/or sports. You are proud of your fun-loving attitude
towards life. As you demonstrate your ability to shine, avoid grabbing center stage all of the
time. Your happy disposition is enough to get noticed, but do find creative ways to express
yourself, as this is the path to true happiness for you.

54 Conjunction between the Sun and Venus

Social relationships are extremely important to you. You are generally charming with an
easy-going manner. It is generally quite important to you that you are personally popular, to
come across in a pleasant way, and to be liked and appreciated. Sometimes, vanity is part of
the package. Venus is a peace-making, harmony-loving planet, and those with Sun conjunct
Venus do their best to seek peace and harmony. You are diplomatic and a veritable expert at
smoothing over (and sometimes glossing over) problems. You are openhanded with others,
tolerant and accepting. When expressed negatively, you can be superficial and two-faced,
and you can be very much tied up with appearances--your own, and sometimes others'. You
might be too agreeable, too pleasant (at the expense of honesty), and downright lazy at
times.

You have a fine eye for style and enjoy pleasing surroundings. You generally dress well and
enjoy a certain amount of luxury. You are gracious, romantic, and sometimes romantically
impulsive. You tend to rely on the power of attraction to bring people to you, rather than
aggressively pursuing love interests. There can be some vanity involved here--you are most
attracted to people who express interest in you, or who respond well to your charms! You are
not the type of person who overtly pursues people who appear to be indifferent to you.

You are not competitive in the aggressive sense of the word, and you are not someone who
loves a good chase. Instead, you work your charms and draw people to you. Your ability to
attract others (Venus) is very much tied up with your ego (Sun). Because Venus rules all
things feminine, all those with this aspect tend to be quite attractive.

159 Sextile between the Sun and Mars

You are enterprising and have powerful stores of energy that you can draw upon when
needed. You respond to problems or challenges with a spirited and enthusiastic confidence
that is admirable. You are naturally competitive, and this trait is generally well-received by
others simply because it is unforced, unaffected, and sincere. You truly believe in fair play,
and you seem to be in love with life. When you are expressing competitiveness and courage,
it's easy for others to smile and accept these traits as positive ones rather than being rubbed
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the wrong way. You have good physical vitality. Although competitive, you are not naturally
combative. You may enjoy sports or games that are competitive, but not violent. Breaking the
rules of a competitive game is particularly upsetting to you. You are more able than most to
control your desires, aggressions, and instincts. You know how to be fair, and you expect
others to be fair. As such, sneaky behaviors, uncontrolled impulses, violence, and rage are
offensive to you.

-43 Opposition between the Sun and Neptune

You have a desire to be something special or to experience something more than the
ordinary. You are a day-dreamer and idealist. It is easy for you to trust others, even (and
perhaps especially) people who might seem from the outside looking in as unsavory types.
You are looking to identify with something beyond what is normally expected of people. You
may have had a childhood that didn't help you direct or define your life. Perhaps the early
family life was lacking in supervision or clearly defined rules. A father figure may have been
absent or distant and ineffective. You may have a glorified image of your father. Whether the
image is very positive or very negative (or if it swings between these extremes), the image is
not very clear or rational. Whatever the case may be, you struggle with defining who you are.
You might gravitate towards the "wrong people", or get in with the "wrong crowd" in an
attempt to define who you are. You might be susceptible to being taken advantage of by
others, especially by men or authority figures.

You may be easily led astray by peculiar desires or self-destructive habits. In order to add a
greater-than-ordinary dimension of experience to your life that helps you to feel special and
important, you might be attracted to Neptune-ruled behaviors, such as secret affairs, drugs,
or other escapist behaviors. In some way, you may feel a strong urge to glamorize your role
in the world. There can be some confusion about the past (such as remembering childhood
experiences in ways that are far removed from reality), and a tendency to daydream about
being someone more "important" than you feel you are.

You may struggle with early conditioning that made you feel tossed aside or neglected in
some way, and certainly not directed or supported. You are very sensitive, especially with
regards to any real or imagined blows to your ego.

If the natal chart shows a strong sense of reality and a robust mind (Mercury and Saturn
well-placed, for example), the negative interpretations of this aspect are less extreme. Still,
you are likely to recognize at some point in your life that you have a tendency to engage in
escapist and self-destructive fantasies and/or habits. It is useful to be able to connect these
behaviors with their probable source, which is likely to be a weakly-defined ego and identity
in childhood.

71 Trine between the Sun and Pluto
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You have much sexual vitality and passion. It is easy and natural for you to find a passion
and pursue it, and to focus on a goal. You are not much scared of anything. You enjoy and
embrace growth, especially of the psychological kind. You love a good mystery, and you are
adept at solving it.You readily assign meaning to what others might consider "ordinary"
events. You look for symbols, and read between the lines in most any situation. The physical
vitality is generally strong, and the body is usually able to heal quickly. You are not afraid to
get your hands dirty, and you are usually quick to help others--not only with mundane tasks,
but also on a spiritual or psychological level. Your insight is sharp and sometimes awe-
inspiring. You are perceptive and not easily rattled or surprised in life. You are not a do-
gooder nor are you a law-breaker. However, you are not afraid of the "dark side" of human
nature, and you will bend the rules from time to time if you feel the need to do so. You take
particular pleasure in growth and life's lessons. You are not fond of superficiality, and are
generally the first to spot pretense of any kind. You are passionate and can be intense. You
have a hunger to experience more than just an "ordinary" life, and you can be quite
ambitious. Some people with this aspect are perfectionists, demanding much from
themselves and reasonable amounts of effort and honesty from others.

The Moon

The Moon represents the emotional responses, unconscious pre-destination, and the self-
image. The Moon represents the emotions, and the Moon sign shows how a person
expresses themselves when at home, at ease, and comfortable.

The Moon is in Aquarius

Moon in Aquarius people are extremely observant. They are life-time students of human
nature, loving to analyze why people do what they do. This often stems from a detached--
even shy--personality, especially in youth. Whether due to character or conditioning, Moon in
Aquarius people often grow up feeling "different". Although rather sociable, they are often
loners at heart. Many have strong egos, or at least powerful defense mechanisms, and most
Lunar Aquarians will do their best to be the most unique and unusual person they can be.
Their inner feeling of loneliness--that they don't quite fit in--puts them on the outside, looking
in. There is a very idealistic and progressive streak in Lunar Aquarians that is admirable
indeed. However, when the Moon is in Aquarius, natives often will deny the more irrational
qualities of emotions--such as jealousy, possessiveness, and fear--in an effort to be "above"
what they consider "pettiness". When this goes too far, Lunar Aquarians can be emotionally
blocked, distant, and detached.

Lunar Aquarians can be very willful, especially in childhood. With age, these natives
generally learn to handle their strong needs. Their desire for independence is powerful
indeed, no matter what their age. With a quiet Sun and/or Ascendant, their desire to "shock"
others is not always apparent until a relationship becomes comfortable. They are generally
proud of their family members, boasting just how unique they are. When their families are
ultra-conservative, the boast will be that they rebelled against all of that!
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Although given to temper tantrums and willful behavior in youth, Moon in Aquarius people
often grow up feeling that messy emotions are unappealing. They often pride themselves for
being cool-headed, detached, and "above" what they consider the more base emotions. In
the process, they can end up alienating others--and themselves. Although Lunar Aquarians
can be especially adept at understanding others' behavior and motivations, they can lose
touch with their own--simply because they have identified too strongly with what they aspire
to be (and these aspirations are often super-human). The Aquarian tendency to be
humanitarian shows up powerfully in Moon in Aquarius. However, their kindness and concern
for others is generally more a broad philosophy of life. With people close to them, Moon in
Aquarius natives can seemingly lack compassion, as they often fully expect others to be as
independent and detached as they are! In close, personal relationships, however, Lunar
Aquarians generally give others a lot of personal freedom, and they will tolerate and enjoy all
kinds of idiosyncrasies in people around them.

Moon in Aquarius people are rarely flighty people, but they can be unreliable when it
concerns the little things in life. Often, this is simply an assertion of their independence. In
the long haul, however, they are rather constant, as Aquarius is a fixed sign. As long as they
have their own space and the freedom to be themselves, however kooky that may be, they
are trustworthy and loyal. Lunar Aquarians generally make wonderful friends. They'll make a
point of leaving nobody on the outside. Many will fight for other's rights and crusade for
equality. What may be surprising is that Moon in Aquarius people have a lot of pride. In fact,
when they've been attacked in any way (especially regarding their character), they can
become very inflexible and cool. It can be difficult to know just how sensitive to criticism
Lunar Aquarians are, simply because they hide it so well! When their character or behavior
has been criticized, they tend to dig in their heels and keep right on doing it. They fully
expect others to accept them exactly as they are, or they don't have much use for them in
their lives. These sometimes maddeningly unpredictable people are nevertheless quite
charming. They have an unmistakable stubborn streak, but when left to be themselves, they
make unusual and endlessly interesting people to be around. Life just wouldn't be the same
without Lunar Aquarians' unusual spin on the world and the people in it!

Short description:

He is sociable, intelligent, and lucid. Thanks to great sociability, he has many friends. He is
modern, original, inventive, non-conformist, and is likely to bring new life to everything he
does.

Potential issues: He is eccentric with sharp mood swings. Complex love life.

Moon in XII: The Moon is in the twelfth house

 
Curious and inquisitive nature, although more of an observer than a person who asks many
questions. He likes peace and quiet, being alone.
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This position of the Moon indicates an emotional attachment and sensitivity to all that is
ethereal, groundless, and eternal. As sensitive as you are, you often have delayed reactions
to your own emotional experiences. You need frequent moments of solitude in order to
recharge yourself emotionally, and this need, while strong, can also lead to feelings of
isolation and of being misunderstood. While you are a perceptive person, you are often
either flooded with emotions that are hard to define, or completely out of touch with what you
are feeling. Either extreme keeps you from truly discovering your emotional needs. Negative
expressions of this position are avoidance of responsibility, using hypersensitivity as an
excuse to oneself (and perhaps to others) for not participating, or emotional immaturity. You
are sympathetic to others' suffering, but not always emotionally available to help.

-225 Opposition between the Moon and Mercury

There is a conflict here between the head and the heart. Your emotions tell you one thing
and your mind tells you something else. The result is a see-saw effect: you can be emotional
to the point of irrationality at one moment, and logical the next. How to blend the head and
the heart is a constant struggle for you, usually because you have a tendency to resist
blending them! You love to chat, enjoy story-telling and writing/poetry, sometimes enjoy
bending the truth, and you possess a sparkling wit! You are animated when you speak, and
have a sense of humor that others appreciate simply because it's very imaginative. You may
be especially adept at satire. People can usually read your mood by how much you're
talking. When nervous or excitable, you talk up a storm. Moodiness is a characteristic,
definitely, and an especially subjective nature makes you prone to hypersensitivity. It usually
has to do with the fact that you take in so very much from your environment. This is also one
of the reasons why you tend to be indecisive. You may swing between irrational and rational
thoughts and feelings. It's pretty much something that takes place "upstairs" in the mind,
although others are sure to see the struggle from time to time. You are always interesting,
and usually funny. You have a tendency to misrepresent yourself with what you say from time
to time, but you're a charming, if a little kooky, friend.

If he is happiest in his own little imaginary world, they can be happy nowhere because he
can never find his ideal world on the outside, and this problem can create a lot of change,
instability, and disquiet. Must aim to enjoy the moment, the real world more often. He should
watch for fibbing, gossip, but sensitivity to criticism, thin-skinned leaves him feeling
vulnerable. If the other aspects allow, he can be a very good novelist. Great imagination and
observation.

-50 Square between the Moon and Mars

You can be precocious, animated, and passionate. You seek emotional excitement in your
life. Although you often project a brave and tough image, your skin isn't as thick as you'd
have others believe. You tend to put up defenses due to your emotionally vulnerable and
excitable disposition. Unrest is characteristic, as you are bored by routine and become easily
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frustrated when life is "too easy". There's a buzz of energy surrounding you, and you tend to
meet with many conflicts in your life. With the opposition, the conflict tends to be lived
through relationships. The passions are quite raw, especially in youth.

If you can channel your excitable energy into sports or some other competitive field, all the
better. Although you can be a decidedly amiable and interesting person, others always seem
to sense your boundaries. Something is bound to get you worked up, and it's not always
clear what that something will be. Your bluntness can be both appreciated and considered
offensive, depending on your audience! You are eager to make a personal impact on those
around you. It is possible that you are too eager in this sense, and you come across as self-
absorbed and difficult to stomach. Patience is definitely not your strong point! Your
responses are quick, and your are a passionate person who is usually quite courageous
although your energy is sporadic and sometimes wasted. You are sexually responsive.

Short description: He is very emotional and can be driven to do things by his emotions. He
may not always think things over or through in a given situation. He can be irascible and
easily angered or fired up. Marital or domestic strife or a heated atmosphere at home is
possible.

76 Conjunction between the Moon and Saturn

He controls his feelings. He has a strong sense of duty and self-esteem. Very prudent. He
can concentrate on a long-term task, manual or intellectual, with success. He perseveres
and is serious in most things he does, but is humorous, satirical, steadfast, and upright.

-148 Square between the Moon and Pluto

He has intense emotions and passionate feelings. He fear the loss of control of emotional
and domestic matters, and can fear change, upheaval, being caught unawares, having the
rug pulled from beneath his feet. At the same time, he attracts change and disruptions. The
love life may be riddled with emotional scenes, jealousy, and possessiveness because he
attracts intense partners. There can also be big expectations of a partner or partnership.

349 Conjunction between the Moon and Lilith

This aspect favors romantic and sexual relationships, giving charm, intrigue, and intelligence.
Emotions are big, dark, and mysterious, but he embraces these things, instinctively
understanding and accepting the many sides and complications of his feelings.

155 Sextile between the Moon and Midheaven

He has a strong sense of family, profound feelings, and may especially like children and
animals. If there are changes in his professional life, they are most often for the better. There
is a sense of forward movement, popularity with those in authority or in the professional life.
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Mercury

Mercury represents communication, Cartesian and logical spirit.

Mercury is in Leo

He wants to know the bottom line, and can be good at scoping out a situation and finding
answers to problems. In fact, he is a problem-solver, and will spend a lot of time helping
others solve problems if need be. Very friendly and usually positive, he can be charming in a
warm way. Enthusiastic speaker, speaks with authority and sincerity. Great sense of
organization. Playful. Likes to take risks in jest and for amusement. Might sometimes come
across too strongly or offend sensitive folk with a somewhat authoritative tone.

Mercury in VI: Mercury is in the sixth house

 
Medical profession. Serviceable and generous nature. May meet their soul sister at work, or
(if not) through family contacts.

You are a person who thinks of all the details that others forget. Your mind is almost always
turned "on" which can make you a little nervous. You are excellent at sorting things out,
organizing, and making lists and associations. With your attention to the details and the
mechanics, however, you might miss the bigger point! You are exceptionally helpful and
others can count on you for making arrangements, researching, and offering advice. You
truly love to feel useful. You might have some traits of a hypochondriac, as you notice all of
the little aches and pains that others might overlook. Nervous tension could be at the root of
many of your health complaints. Many of you are good at crafts, mechanics, or anything that
requires good manual dexterity.

-342 Opposition between Mercury - Saturn

He is reserved, conservative, ambitious, and stubborn. He might have problems expressing
himself, particularly verbally, due to shyness or fear of criticism. Social success may be slow
and laborious, but he does not give up easily and is patient. Can spend a lot of time on
communications and getting them just right.

Whatever you say and write is self-censored to some degree. It's hard for you to pour out
your emotions, no matter how emotional or needy you feel on the inside. This is because you
are always aware of what others might think of you with what you say. You are careful with
what you reveal to others. You make plenty of disclaimers, and often come across as
negative or sarcastic without intending to. You often review conversations you have had with
others, and you often kick yourself for saying something you didn't intend to, or for not saying
something witty. There can be some feelings of insecurity about how you speak and
communicate in general. Self-consciousness and hypersensitivity is experienced with
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regards to your intelligence and/or ability to get ideas across to others, especially in youth.
You need plenty of positive feedback from others in order to feel more confident and less
"blocked".

Recognize that you are most likely harder on yourself about how you communicate than
others are. Ask people close to you for an objective point of view. Chances are, they find you
to be astute, intelligent, and an effective speaker or writer. We often tell our kids "don't worry
about what others think", but telling this to a person with a hard Saturn aspects is not
enough, nor is it realistic. They will worry. You rarely accept compliments whole-heartedly, yet
you crave them and need them. Others around you tend to stop complimenting you, feeling
that you either don't need compliments or don't want to hear them. Nothing can be further
than the truth!

-65 Square between Mercury - Pluto

He may be impatient, often fearing or imagining the worst that could happen. He likes
contradiction. His arguments can be intense.

You can be very incisive and aggressive with your opinions. You have a tendency towards
fanaticism and often want to impose your ideas on others, sometimes in a subtle manner and
sometimes more imperatively. You are drawn to mysteries or investigations. There can be
mental fixations or obsessiveness. It would be wise to think things over before speaking and
to respect the weaknesses of others.

-112 Opposition between Mercury - Lilith

Can be provocative in speech or communications, often challenging and contradicting, and
seeing the flaws of a situation. This might be someone who holds back his sensuality.

57 Trine between Mercury - Midheaven

He likes to have his own ideas about things, to form an opinion and think over the problems it
poses. He is an intellectual.

Venus

Venus represents an interest in emotions and values, exchange, and sharing with others.

Venus is in Leo

When Venus in Leo people are in love, they are proud, even boastful. This position of Venus
can turn humble Virgo Suns or retiring Cancer Suns into somewhat demanding lovers. Venus
in Leo loves to court and be courted, and they need to feel very special. They are warm,
generous, and even grand. Though really quite loyal to their partners (remember that love is
THE most important thing in Leo's life), they thrive on attention from lovers or love interests.
Be prepared for their displays: they will tell you about any advances made on them.
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Remember, they're just showing off to you, and it's likely harmless. It's a different story if you
do the same, however. That's when you'll hear the lion roar...and, no doubt, you'll want to
keep these cats purring. Venus in Leo wants to appear experienced in love, even if they have
little or no experience whatsoever!

Venus in Leo people have high expectations, but once you know that these expectations
revolve only around how much attention you are giving them, you'll see that they are really
quite big-hearted about most everything else. They are threatened by a relationship that
appears to have settled too much, or one that's lost its spark. They are also threatened by
indifferent or impersonal behavior on your part. Although their needs for physical expression
through sex are generally quite strong, their need for love is perhaps even stronger. It is hard
for Venus in Leo people to separate love and sex, and even their most erotic fantasies are
infused with love and affection. For this reason, few Venus in Leo folk would last long in a
relationship that is mostly sexual. On the flip side, they may last longer in a love-only
relationship in the absence of satisfying sex, but they are unlikely to feel very satisfied.

Pleasing Venus in Leo involves paying loads of attention to them. If you're willing to make
only one adjustment in your ways, it should be to remind Leo how wonderful they are.
Respect and appreciate them, always. Put up with their childlike moments and their tall tales.
They want to be seen as attractive by you, so avoid (at all costs!) putting them down in this
area. They actually lose interest when they perceive the slightest loss of interest in their
partner, and you can expect that any letdown will be acted out in a dramatic fashion. Remind
them, in a gentle way, that your emotions count too. If you are feeling a little jealous, let them
know. Remember, to Venus in Leo, your small jealousies are affirmations that you find them
attractive and expect the rest of the world to as well. Let them decide where to go on a date,
and let them pay too. When Venus in Leo feels loved and appreciated, they reward you with
loyalty, a big sense of fun, and plenty of physical expressions of their love.

Short description:

Sincere, frank, and warm affections. He is full of tenderness. High hopes in love. He likes to
live and satisfy his passions to the fullest. Can be possessive and might even seduce for the
sake of seducing to prove to himself that he is attractive. Very proud in love, and warm-
hearted and generous with loved ones.

Venus in V: Venus is in the fifth house

 
He wants to succeed more than almost anything in the love life. He meets pleasant people
and has very good friends, usually without too much conflict. He especially likes
amusements, parties. He may have many children or love affairs.
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Interest in love and/or sex for you likely started young. Playful, sensual, and amorous, you
are in love with love! You thrive on romantic attention, and it is easy and natural for you to
always have a crush or romantic interest. There is a romantic, playful side to you that is
unmistakable. It keeps you young at heart! You are sensuous and enjoy indulging in the
pleasurable senses to the fullest possible extent. You enjoy surrounding yourself with
beautiful art and music, and these may play a role in your ideal date scenario. There is a
touch of the dramatic in you when it comes to love and sex. You are generally quite loyal to
your partner, and you are both charming and easily charmed. It's also easy to turn your head.
You are a warm, fun and playful date.

Mars

Mars represents the desire for action and physical energy.

Mars is in Taurus

"Slow and steady wins the race" could easily be a motto for Mars in Taurus. These goal-
oriented people are not known for their speed, but their staying power is tremendous.
Generally calm and easygoing people, Mars in Taurus natives can have powerful tempers
when they're overly provoked. They generally don't fly off the handle as quickly as others,
however (unless Aries is prominent in their chart). Mars in Taurus people value strength and
stability. They are driven by security and an especial fondness for personal possessions.
Most are not afraid to work for what they want, and there is an overall patience to this
position of Mars. If it takes a few years to achieve their goals, so be it. People born under a
Mars in Taurus are often rather sensual people. Some are slow to arousal, but theirs is an
earthy and powerful sensuality.

Most have well-defined long-term goals and the determination to achieve them. They usually
are not the type of people to take on too many projects at once. If they don't think they can
do it, they won't! It is almost impossible to get these people moving once they've made up
their minds on a matter. You want them to go shopping with you? Unfortunately for you,
about half an hour back, they've kicked up their heels, changed into something comfortable,
and they simply won't budge. Immovable is the only way to describe Mars in Taurus people
who have made up their minds. Adaptability is not their strong point. In a similar vein,
attempting to rush Mars in Taurus people is a lesson in frustration. They won't alter their pace
for most anything. If you can get past these "quirks", however, you'll find that Mars in Taurus
natives are often quite reliable and strong personalities. It may just be worth the wait!

Mars in II: Mars is in the second house

 
He may undertake daring and dangerous enterprises at times. He has lots of initiative. He
works hard for his money, of which he is capable of learning a lot. He is a spendthrift at
times, money comes and goes. He is always ready to start from scratch in the event of a
setback. Great willingness and enthusiasm.
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You are likely to be a hard worker, although you appreciate the process and might be slower
than some as you focus on the method and tend to each step deliberately and carefully. You
love to produce things of practical value. You are ambitious when it comes to making money
and acquiring possessions, but you might be impatient or impulsive when it comes to
spending. You can be quite possessive, both of material things and of people. You like a
physical challenge, and your physical abilities and energy make up a strong part of your
sense of self-worth. You like to work independently, or you value things most when you have
achieved something on your own. The world of the five senses is most important to you on
sensual and sexual levels. You have a hearty appetite with strong stamina. You defend your
values fervently.

3 Trine between Mars - Uranus

He posseses exceptional energy. He is impulsive but bold. He may take on risky enterprises
for the good of the community. He will often pour tremendous energy into an endeavor. He
has a great need for his independence, insisting on his freedom of action. Very open to new
methods and different ways of doing things. Progressive and courageous. An innovator.

14 Trine between Mars - Neptune

His feelings are dominated by wisdom, intuition, and instinct and geared towards the ideal.
He likes water, sea voyages. He likes odd people, situations. Can often use a gentle
approach to pursuing desires.

-96 Opposition between Mars - Pluto

You have a tendency to impose your will upon others, which can cause severe problems for
yourself when they react in self-defense. You have a hair-trigger temper and may even resort
to verbal or physical abuse when upset. Learning to react to unpleasant circumstances with
your intellect rather than your emotions comes with maturity.

It is all too easy for you to find something negative about a situation. Avoid issuing
ultimatums when you meet an obstacle. Instead, find a way to convince others to work with
you of their own free will. Ordinary life often seems drab and uninteresting to you and you
must have something that stirs your imagination, some vision or ideal or dream to motivate
you. You have a strong urge to act out your fantasies or to live your dream, and you will DO
things that others only talk about or dream about. Artistic creation, drama, or other areas in
which you can express yourself imaginatively are excellent for you.

You do not easily tolerate a dominating attitude in others. You have a healthy respect for
power and authority, but only if it is handled fairly.
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This aspect gives you a somewhat Scorpionic attitude toward your lovers, and it can modify
the traits associated with the sign of your Mars considerably. In other words, there is a
distinct possessive and demanding streak in your sexual nature. Your approach to love and
sex can be quite intense at times. Your sexual desire nature is a very strong one, and you
may even use sex as a bargaining chip in your relationships in order to achieve your goals.
More likely, however, is a very focused and intense sexual nature. This also adds a very
magnetic quality to your appeal. When someone finds you attractive, it can transform into a
near obsession! Your aura is strong and somewhat mysterious. You tend to come across as
stronger than you intend. In fact, some people are intimidated by you, and you may not
understand why this is so. When you want something (or someone!) you are very
determined. For you, it can be "all or nothing". When you are finished with something, you
leave it behind you and there is no going back. You want a deep, soulful attachment on a
sexual level. In your love life, you don't always take rejection well. You fear betrayal and
abandonment, and this can skew your perception of your lover. You may have a highly
developed sex drive, but you may need to learn to rein in your aggressiveness in this area.
Power struggles and control issues may surface often in your relationships. You perceive the
cruel edge in people, and understand its source. Self-confidence develops out of self-control
in your interaction with others.

-18 Square between Mars - Lilith

Love affairs are tempestuous with quarrels, crises, great passion after the storm.

Jupiter

Jupiter represents expansion and grace.

Jupiter is in Virgo

He attracts the most good fortune when he is helpful, honest, orderly, and pays attention to
details. The service industries, nutrition, and health are prosperous avenues. Practical and
technical knowledge and skills are most valued. A real problem-solver and others appreciate
his help. Doesn't always feel lucky or especially ambitious. Rather, hard work is valued.

Jupiter in VII: Jupiter is in the seventh house

 
He has a good marriage or partnership, with a useful partner who helps to bring success if
only by their advice. Good legal outcomes. Traditionally, this placement has been associated
with benefits through marriage or partnership.

33 Trine between Jupiter - Uranus

He quickly sizes up a situation and knows what's going on at a glance. He thirsts after
knowledge, and is a good organizer. He is very independent, his freedom of action is
extremely important to him, is non-conformist. He is very agreeable company and is always
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in demand.

18 Trine between Jupiter - Neptune

He is very generous and altruistic, helping people in difficulty. He knows how to listen or, at
least, how to give that impression to make others feel heard. He is a dreamer with
imagination to spare, fully enjoying the Arts.

-67 Opposition between Jupiter - Ascendant

He appears to have a very honorable and generous attitude toward others, and others
assume that he has their best interests at heart. Because others see him as tolerant,
understanding, and wise, they may also turn to him for advice. May go to excess when
eating.

Saturn

Saturn represents contraction and effort.

Saturn is in Aquarius

Long-term studies and, if family circumstances do not allow this, he will teach himself. He is
serious and methodical in work, perhaps liking to visit the elderly and intellectuals who enrich
his mind.

Potential weaknesses: a sense of having bad luck and frequent disappointed hopes.

Saturn in XII: Saturn is in the twelfth house

 
He likes quiet and solitude above everything. He seeks work (or can work) alone, without
being bothered. He is too easily distracted or bothered by chatting, outside noises.

-46 Square between Saturn - Pluto

He is not always open to others' ideas, especially if they are disorganized or free-thinking. He
should watch for rigid thinking and egoism.

164 Conjunction between Saturn - Lilith

He can be hard-working and practical.

53 Sextile between Saturn - Midheaven

He is ambitious, but in a deliberate, calculated, well-balanced way. He is persevering, mostly
serious, and orderly. He climbs the ladder slowly but surely; if need be, he is willing to
change his ideas. He is wise and experienced.
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Uranus

Uranus represents individual liberty, egoistic liberty.

Uranus in Capricorn

Can have some problems accessing his intuition, since common sense often dominates. A
great battler. He has so much power that one thinks nothing can defeat him. His mission in
society and in the world can mean everything to him. May question traditions and can be
very open to redefining the meaning of success and to changing up traditional approaches to
career and status.

Uranus in XI: Uranus is in the eleventh house

 
His freedom is important to him, even with regard to friends. Friends cnn be extravagant,
original, intellectual. They are not from the same background and often have a different
upbringing.

166 Conjunction between Uranus - Neptune

He can be wildly creative with an odd but happy sense of humor and perspective. He is an
idealist, easily disappointed by those using power plays to advance.

10 Sextile between Uranus - Pluto

He fights to improve his daily life, he is persevering.

16 Sextile between Uranus - Ascendant

He is always changing, somewhat unstable. He is ready to innovate, to change everything.
He is inventive.

Neptune

Neptune represents transcendental liberty, non-egoistic liberty.

Neptune is in Capricorn

He is discerning, wise, and sensible.

Neptune in XI: Neptune is in the eleventh house

 
Friendships are unselfish, and he very much wants to belong to a group of like-minded
people or to connect with a higher purpose.

39 Sextile between Neptune - Pluto
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He is perceptive and able to see layers to a situation. He is naturally drawn to learning what
makes himself and others tick.

Pluto

Pluto represents transformations, mutations, and elimination.

Pluto is in Scorpio

Fear of betrayal. Sensual and passionate.

-14 Square between Pluto - Lilith

He may lead a double life. He may have a secret love affair but the secret doesn't last, or at
the very least there are complications. Otherwise, this aspect can point to scandals whether
or not they are real.

Lilith

Black Moon Lilith represents our darker, deeper natures that may be repressed or buried.

Lilith in Aquarius

He may have felt ashamed or uncomfortable for wanting to be part of a group, team, or
community or for being one of the crowd. He can feel quite wary of people who seem to need
these things. The answer is not to reject these basic needs since his behavior can be
confused and extreme if these traits are denied.

North Node-South Node

The South Node represents our overdeveloped character traits. We are talented here but if
we overdo this area of life or hold onto these traits to feel secure, we may stagnate. The
North Node points to the qualities that we need to work on and develop to achieve inner
balance and fulfillment.

North Node in Capricorn

In the first half of life, he may hold onto his past, childhood, or the freedoms of life when
there are fewer responsibilities. He is sensitive, loyal, and wonderfully warm and nurturing.
However, happiness and satisfaction come from accepting and embracing responsibilities.
Denying his need to excel in the outside world has a way of holding him back. Learning to be
more self-sufficient improves his life many times over.

North Node in X: North Node in the Tenth House

 
He is sympathetic and kind, preferring to stay childlike and free. He may resist labels,
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responsibility, the limelight, recognition, or "growing up," but over time, this limits his growth.
Qualities to develop: ambition, commitment, responsibility.

The Houses

House I is the area of self identity. The ascendant is a symbol of how one acts in life. It is the
image of the personality as seen by others, and the attitude that one has towards life.

Cancer with ascendant Pisces

Ascendant is Pisces

 
"Go with the flow" seems to be a Pisces rising motto. They move about the world in a
vaguely directionless, gentle manner. They come across as artists and lovers of peace; but
their open minds and hearts can give them a chameleon-like persona. Others are not always
sure who they'll meet from one day to the next with a Pisces rising person. Although often
quiet and shy, another day may find them talkative and passionate. They are hugely
impressionable, have a dreamy disposition, and project a soft-hearted personality. Pisces
rising sees the world the way they want to see it at any given time, so objectivity is not
necessarily a strong point. Neither is decision-making! People with Pisces rising resist any
kind of labeling--their characters are changeable, and they don't want to be pinned down or
pegged in any way. Theirs is a restless, searching nature that cannot be happy with any one
way of living or being. Pisces rising avoids cold, hard facts and harsh realities like the
plague. They don't have a decisive plan for tomorrow or even today, preferring to keep things
open. Since they change their minds frequently enough, and like to "feel" their way through
life, too much organization or structure can be seen as very limiting.

Pisces rising people walk around with their heads in the clouds, and even when you do have
their attention, their dreaminess is almost always apparent. These people look for a stable
partnership--one that is reliable. Pisces rising people gravitate to partners who keep them on
their toes, and they often will pass off the little details and reality checks to their significant
other. They seem to need a practical, realistic partner. Pisces Ascendants often have a
sensitivity to drugs, and sometimes are prone to allergies that come and go. Their physical
constitutions seem to be less resistant than most. Pisces rising people often possess an
irresistible charm that comes on in a quiet way, with a soft aura about them. Both their
appearance and mannerisms are usually quite intriguing to others.

House II - the second house - is the area of material security and values. It rules money and
personal finances, sense of self-worth and basic values, personal possessions.

Aries on House II
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Financial success is more likely when he uses his entrepreneurial spirit. However, impulsive
spending is likely. Won't ask for money, preferring to be self-made, and usually doesn't
receive much financial help. Where Mars is placed in the chart can show where money can
be made.

House III - the third house - is the area of social and intellectual learning.

Taurus on House III

One is never better than when at home. Not much travelling or taking on of a sudden or
unexamined initiative. When travel occurs, it is to comfortable and familiar areas. Everything
is calculated and deliberate: the motto is "slowly but surely".

House IV - the fourth house - is the area of home, family, roots, and deep emotions/sense of
self-worth.

Gemini on House IV

Can find it impossible to stay in one place, frequently changing homes themselves or
changing things up in the home environment. If the job is monotonous, he is usually restless,
perhaps changing firms frequently or requiring a lot of stimulation on the job. The ideal
profession would be one offering a lot of change, moving around, meeting lots of new
people. An equally erratic love life is usually expected.

House V - the fifth house - is the area of creative self-expression, romance, entertainment,
children, and gambling.

Cancer on House V

He may often be in love, up until the day he meets someone special. He is not a gambler, by
any means. He is safe in a casino! Can take great pleasure in home life. Hobbies may be
cooking, sewing, and other Cancer-related pastimes. Very affectionate lover, but private and
sensitive.

House VI - the sixth house - is the area of learning by material transaction.

Leo on House VI

Ability to command, authority at work. Weak point: the heart and arteries.

House VII - the seventh house - is the area of one-to-one relationships such as marriage and
partnership, and of social and intellectual action.

Virgo on House VII
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Partnership perhaps more of the head than the heart, which can last in spite of a few
hiccups. The partner is usually honest, hard-working, organized, intelligent, and cunning.

House VIII - the eighth house - is the area of emotional security and of security of the soul.

Libra on House VIII

Happy old age, natural death likely. Idealistic expectations of others.

House IX - the ninth house - is the area of learning that shapes the identity.

Scorpio on House IX

He likes long voyages, especially by sea. Might participate in regattas, enjoying risk, sport.

House X - the tenth house - is the area of material action. The Midheaven represents the
work one will do in one's life, the place one will take in the world of society. It becomes more
important as one grows older.

Sagittarius on House X

Job involving travel, especially abroad, and if possible with some risk, creativity, adventure is
attached.

House XI - the eleventh house - is the area of search for social and intellectual security.

Capricorn on House XI

Stable friendships with composed, wise people, from whose experience of life benefits and
enriches his own life.

House XII - the twelfth house - is the area of education and of emotion. This is where we
meet our karma, deal with endings, and sometimes where we bury things.

Aquarius on House XII

Friends can be complicated, perhaps bringing predicaments to the life.

Your Personal Natal Chart
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